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1. Introduction

1.1 Scope of the dissertation

This dissertation concerns the field of mechanical engineering with empha-

sis on fluid flow phenomena and their investigation utilising computational

fluid dynamics (CFD). The internal combustion engine (ICE) and modern

lean and low-temperature combustion (LTC) techniques form the main

engineering context for the present studies. The ICE constitutes a prime

example of a complex fluid flow application: the highly transient, turbu-

lent and compressible process entails various related phenomena such as

turbulent mixing, heat transfer and chemical reactions. In computational

engine research, flows are characterised by a large system of transport

equations whose solution offers insight into the system unknowns such as

velocity, temperature or fuel concentration.

The main motivation for this thesis is to assess and generate computa-

tional tools for enhanced predictive investigations in engine CFD, with

emphasis on high resolution methods capable of resolving spatially and

temporally varying turbulent flow structures. As the present work con-

centrates on mixture preparation (in contrast to combustion), its aim is

to contribute to the prediction of fuel-air charge properties (and hence, of

charge combustibility). In particular, improved understanding of near-wall

flow modelling is targeted, pertaining e.g. to the critical processes of wall

heat transfer and thermal stratification. Of secondary motivation is to pro-

vide insight into gaseous direct injection and fuel-stratified charges therein.

Importantly, simulation methodologies are selected from the perspective of

relatively fast turnaround times in order to facilitate both research and

engineering perspectives.

Sections 1.2 and 1.3 serve as brief introductions to ICEs and fluid me-
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chanics, respectively, aspiring to highlight basic concepts and phenomena

relevant to the current research work. In contrast, sections 1.2.1-1.2.4

and 1.3.1-1.3.5 expand on these basics by elucidating key methodologies

and challenges faced by the research community, motivating the present

studies. As a conclusion to the introductory Chapter 1, research objectives

are outlined in section 1.4. Chapter 2 discloses the turbulence modelling

components applied in the present work in addition to discussing test cases

and result metrics, while Chapter 3 conveys the most important results

obtained in the research articles along with critical discussion of their

practical aspects and limitations. Finally, answers to research questions

are stated in Chapter 4.

1.2 Internal combustion engines

ICEs transform chemical energy contained in fuels (such as refined oil, gas

or biofuels [1]) to mechanical work via chemical reactions (combustion) [2].

Contemporary ICE applications are diverse, from small radio-controlled

vehicles and power tools to large-scale applications such as ships. Load

balancing requirements from renewable energy sources present a novel,

complementary use for engine power plants [3].

Mechanical efficiency indicates the recovered fraction of mechanical

work from chemical energy in the fuel, while emission production denotes

the quantity of pollutants (such as carbon dioxide [CO2], nitrogen oxides

[NOx], unburned hydrocarbons [UHC] and particulate matter [PM]) pro-

duced by the combustion process and mitigated through various exhaust

aftertreatment measures [2, 4]. These metrics direct the ICE research and

development community towards the investigation of new combustion con-

cepts. Here we focus on four-stroke engines (Fig. 1.1). Spark ignition (SI,

Otto cycle) combustion, a prominent conventional concept, supplies fuel

either during the intake stroke (using a carburettor or port fuel injection

[PFI]) or directly into the cylinder within the intake and/or compression

stroke (direct injection [DI]). SI processes aim for a relatively homogeneous

(premixed) fuel-air charge and combustion is characterised by flame front

propagation. In contrast, conventional compression ignition (CI, Diesel

cycle) entails a high pressure DI fuel spray injected close to top dead centre

(TDC) – thereby, combustion occurs in a non-premixed environment [2].

Charge formation aims to prepare a fuel-air mixture yielding the re-

quired power output with an optimal combination of high efficiency and

2
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Figure 1.1. A schematic of four-stroke engine operation (adapted from [2]). The cylinder
displacement volume Vd = Vtot − Vc where Vtot is the total volume and Vc is
the compression volume, while CR = Vtot/Vc is the compression ratio. Gas
is exchanged through intake (IV) and exhaust (EV) valves. Arrows indicate
the direction of piston movement whereas dashed lines represent the initial
(either TDC or bottom dead centre [BDC]) piston positions at the beginning of
each stroke.

low emission production [2]. This work considers premixed and partially

premixed (stratified) formation principles. Two significant engine opera-

tion limiters include (a) spark knock (excessive, damage-incurring heat

release rate via unburned end-gas detonation), and (b) incomplete com-

bustion/misfire (the inability to burn a [part of / any of] the charge fuel

content). Resistance to (a) is notably influenced by parameters such as

engine compression ratio and fuel octane number, whereas (b) is highly

dependent on features including fuel composition, charge temperature,

flow features and combustion chamber geometry [2, 5, 6].

In the following, the state of the art is briefly outlined in the context of

lean charge formation and LTC (section 1.2.1), which constitute the con-

text to Publications I and IV. DI techniques for lean-burn gas engines are

specifically targeted in Publication I – hence, previous research pertaining

to the investigation of both stratified mixtures (section 1.2.2) and gaseous

DI (1.2.3), is discussed. While the present work does not directly analyse

emission formation, focal features influencing sensitivity thereto (detailed

in section 1.2.4) are considered in the context of DI mixtures (Publica-

tion I) and through the analysis of thermal charge property predictions

(Publication IV).

3
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1.2.1 Overview of lean and low-temperature engine combustion

High combustion temperatures present in conventional SI and CI tech-

niques [7] involve well-known detriments, amplifying heat losses through

cylinder walls and increasing NOx formation [2, 7]. Lean mixtures (with a

relative air-fuel ratio of λ > 1) and diluted charges (utilising exhaust gas

recirculation [EGR]) decrease combustion temperature but also mandate

more vigorous ignition measures such as a pre-chamber [8] or a high-

reactivity pilot spray [9]. Further alternatives are presented by novel

compression ignition methods (denoted LTC by Reitz [7]) with highly sig-

nificant efficiency potential. Homogeneous charge compression ignition

(HCCI) and reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) induce volu-

metric ignition at multiple locations. Many sub-techniques exist within

these concepts [7, 10]. However, mixture homogeneity control, combustion

phasing, cycle-to-cycle variation (CCV) and unburned emissions constitute

major charge-related challenges in LTC [5, 7, 10, 11]. CCV in engines

generally refers to unwanted variation of the combustion process. While

the phenomenon also concerns diesel combustion [12] and stoichiomet-

ric premixed combustion (e.g. [13]), it is particularly significant in lean

combustion [5] and in downsized, boosted engines where highly damaging

’super-knock’ can occur [7]. Both stochastic and deterministic cyclic trends

have been noted depending on fuel-air ratio [14], with the latter connected

to residual gas composition variation.

1.2.2 Direct injection and stratification

Stratified (inhomogeneous) mixtures present a long-standing lean limit

extension technique [2], closely related to DI in contemporary engines.

In contrast to PFI, gasoline DI (GDI) involves efficiency gains via strat-

ified mixtures by reducing throttling requirements, leading to improved

volumetric efficiency, diminished pumping losses and higher charge cool-

ing [7, 15, 16]. Mixture inhomogeneities have been associated with the

coexistence of flame propagation and volumetric ignition [17] – indeed,

DI-induced stratification is applied in LTC techniques for combustion rate

control [10]. In GDI, purposeful fuel guidance is emphasised with com-

mon principles including wall-guided [18], spray-guided [19] and charge

motion-guided [20] techniques. Parameters such as engine speed and inlet

air pressure influence stratification trends [21] while in terms of the main

charge motion, GDI engines commonly involve tumble generation [22].
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1.2.3 Gaseous direct injection

Gaseous DI after intake valve closing benefits volumetric efficiency [23]

while mixture quality represents a major challenge [24]. Two distinct

methodologies invoking (i) premixed/stratified combustion (akin to GDI, e.g.

[24]) and (ii) late (diesel-scale) injection (e.g. [25]) have emerged with the

former emphasised in the present work. High-velocity gas jets, a central

process in the fuel supply, have been subject to intense experimental (e.g.

[26–28]) and numerical (e.g. [29–32]) research efforts, with more recent

high-resolution simulations highlighting pressure ratio [33], gas property

[34] and impingement [35] influences. Hollow cone jet studies report

sensitivity to nozzle geometry and jet-wall vicinity [36, 37]. In the engine

context, features such as cyclic jet variability [38] and injection timing [39]

in addition to numerical aspects [32] have been studied. Furthermore, the

elevated role of charge motion in gaseous DI (compared to GDI) has been

observed [39]. Tumble-supporting piston geometries have been noted to

promote stratification [40] while effects of gas jets on the main charge have

also been studied: although jet-induced turbulence may dissipate rapidly,

its contribution on the tumbling flow can have a notable effect [41].

1.2.4 Emission characteristics of lean and low-temperature
combustion

Locally lean fuel-air mixtures permit effective mitigation of NOx and PM

[5, 7]. However, such charges are also prone to incomplete combustion,

leading to UHC and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. UHC and CO

are a notable concern in lean gas combustion [5] and LTC [7], amplified

by the influence of low exhaust temperatures on catalytic oxidation [2].

Methane (CH4) is a particularly beneficial gaseous fuel due to its high

H/C ratio – however, it is also a potent greenhouse gas [42]. For lean

gas combustion, the misfire limit has been connected to factors including

charge motion, temperature and gas composition [5]. Hiltner [6] collates

numerous rationale to UHC emissions specific to lean burn gas engines.

Significant mechanisms such as (1) fuel flow into combustion chamber

crevices (e.g. [43, 44]) and (2) exhaust channel short circuiting [45] are

firmly related to charge distribution. The remaining major pathways

comprise flame quenching of (3) the bulk charge due to flame stretching

(e.g. [46]) and (4) of the near-wall charge [47, 48]. For UHC prevention,

it hence appears particularly important to (i) develop mixture control
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Figure 1.2. Top: photograph of a Lockheed SR-71B fighter aircraft during takeoff, showing
compressible flow phenomena (shock patterns) in the jet exhaust.1 Bottom:
schematic of a moderately underexpanded gas jet (left, based on [27]) and a
highly underexpanded gas jet (right, based on [26]), pertaining to jet flows
studied in Publication I.2

techniques for crevice flow and short circuiting mitigation, and (ii) enhance

understanding and prediction of factors influencing quenching.

1.3 Fluid flows and computational fluid dynamics

Fluid flow processes are of considerable importance in a variety of technical

applications, including combustion systems. The present work concerns

both incompressible (constant density, Publications II and III) and com-

pressible (variable density, Publications I and IV) flows. In addition to

temperature variation, the latter are routinely associated with high veloci-

ties, indicated by the Mach number

M = u/ (γRT )1/2 (1.1)

where u is the fluid velocity, γ = cp/cV is the heat capacity ratio, R is the

specific gas constant, T is the temperature and c = (γRT )1/2 is the speed

of sound. Flow features such as shock waves (Fig. 1.2), commonly found in

gas nozzles (Publication I), are characteristic of compressible flows. [49]

Fluid molecules are usually assumed to constitute a continuous form of

matter (i.e. a gas, liquid or plasma), while gases are commonly associated

with an equation of state such as the ideal gas law p = ρRT where p

1Adapted from photograph by NASA (CC0)
2Reprinted from Publication I with permission from Elsevier
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Figure 1.3. Left: schlieren image of an inclining candle plume, transitioning from laminar
flow (a) to turbulent flow (b).3 Right: section of a turbulent flow simulation be-
tween (top/bottom) parallel plates (colours indicate instantaneous streamwise
velocity; red: high, blue: low).4

and ρ are the fluid pressure and density, respectively. In addition, fluids

possess an important material property called viscosity, representing the

ability of the fluid to resist shear stress induced deformation. The present

work focusses on viscous flows, whose properties depend strongly on the

nondimensional quantity called the Reynolds number:

Re =
UL

ν
(1.2)

where U is a fluid velocity scale, L is a length scale relevant to the flow in

question, and ν = μ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (wherein μ is

the dynamic viscosity). In low Re conditions, viscous forces maintain the

fluid in a smooth, orderly state called laminar flow. In contrast, growing

inertial forces (e.g. increasing U ) lead to a point where small perturbations

can no longer be suppressed but begin developing apparent instabilities.

Hence, high Re conditions are associated with turbulent flow (Fig. 1.3),

entailing chaotic properties, three-dimensional and rotational flow [50, 51].

Spatial and temporal fluctuations are present on a variety of scales of

the turbulence spectrum [50] (Fig. 1.5). Since a multitude of natural

phenomena and practical applications lie in the turbulent regime, the

study of turbulence is an important part of the field of fluid dynamics.

Fluid flow (Navier-Stokes) equations, first formulated in the 1800s, are

based on Newton’s second law (F = ma). In full, these partial differen-

tial equations (PDEs) include the (1) continuity equation, (2) momentum

equation, (3) energy equation and (4) additional scalar transport equations.

The complexity of the nonlinear momentum equation inhibits analytical

solutions in the vast majority of cases [52].

CFD represents a numerical approach to solving the fluid flow equations

3Adapted from schlieren photograph by Gary Settles (CC-BY-SA 3.0)
4Image by Nicholas Malaya, University of Texas at Austin (CC-BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of non-uniform spatial discretisation in the wall vicinity with a
cell-centred finite difference formulation [54], employed in Publication II.5

and hence describing or predicting fluid flows. The focal concept of discreti-

sation (Fig. 1.4) refers to detachment from continuous space and time to

discrete equivalents thereof. Discretisation (e.g. through finite volumes,

finite differences or finite elements) forms the computational grid, which

constitutes the problem together with the initial and boundary conditions

(BCs) and the governing equations. However, discrete derivative terms

in the PDEs are only approximations, primarily due to truncation error

with a leading order term O(Δxm) where Δx is the discrete spacing and

the positive integer m represents the accuracy order of the method [53].

Thereby, decreased Δx reduces the error whereas the reduction is greater

when the order m of the numerical method is higher. Pressure-velocity

coupling is required to ensure consistency between the continuity and mo-

mentum equations. This involves solving a Poisson equation for pressure

(provided here with the Einstein index notation)

∂

∂xj

(
∂p

∂xj

)
= b (1.3)

where p is the (unknown) pressure field and b represents the divergence of

the convection term. Publication II describes the solution of Eq. 1.3 using

finite difference and pseudo-spectral numerical methods.

Treatment of turbulence in CFD involves considerable challenges re-

lating to the fact that fluctuating motion occurs at a wide range of tem-

poral and spatial scales. An energy cascade process from larger length

scales (lower wavenumbers) to smaller scales (higher wavenumbers) is

5Reprinted from Publication II with permission from Elsevier
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Figure 1.5. Spectral distribution of fluctuation energy in isotropic turbulence (adapted
from the model spectrum in [50]), divided into energy-containing (left), inertial
(centre) and dissipation (right) ranges with characteristic slopes.

another dominant feature of turbulence. The grid can however only re-

solve wavenumbers smaller than κc = 2π/2Δx [50]. Fig. 1.5 displays a

schematic representation of energy pertaining to the turbulent scales. The

large scales are the most energetic while the inertial range often exhibits a

characteristic (E ∝ κ−5/3) slope. Finally, the dissipation range includes the

smallest turbulent (Kolmogorov) length scale η. In contrast to the energy

spectrum, turbulence dissipation is heavily weighted at high wavenum-

bers [50]. It is also instructive to consider turbulent fluctuations via the

Reynolds decomposition

u = u+ u′ (1.4)

where u is the actual velocity, u is the (Reynolds-averaged) mean velocity

and u′ is the velocity fluctuation. This decomposition leads to the Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and inclusion of the Reynolds

stress tensor Rij = ρu′iu
′
j . This tensor describes the second-order statistics

of turbulent flow motion, and its off-diagonal (i �= j) components indicate

the influence of turbulent fluctuations on the mean flow. In different

turbulent flow simulation approaches (section 1.3.2), a varying fraction

of Rij is resolved by the simulation whereas the residual part requires

modelling. A numerical computation resolving all of the turbulent scales in

9
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Fig. 1.5 is denoted a direct numerical simulation (DNS), a straightforward

but expensive approach where computational cost is highly dependent on

the Reynolds number [55]. More lenient grid requirements are mandated

by the spatially filtered large eddy simulation (LES): large scales are

directly resolved while many different approaches exist for the (unresolved)

small scales. A computation where filtering extends through all turbulent

scales is denoted a RANS simulation [56].

Normalised metrics are often employed in fluid mechanics as these permit

consistent investigation of flow cases in varying scales and conditions. A

basic example is given by wall boundary layer velocity scaling, where the

nondimensional (+) velocity is defined as u+ = u/uτ . Here, wall shear

velocity uτ = [ν(∂u/∂y)wall]
1/2 is the scaling variable, where y denotes the

wall-normal coordinate. Turbulence is primarily generated in shear flows

(such as jets, wakes and mixing layers) and wall-bounded flows [52]. In

the latter, fluid flow and wall shear may be conveniently connected via

so-called wall laws. The widespread logarithmic law for velocity states

u+ = κ−1K ln y+ +B (1.5)

where y+ = yuτ/ν, κK ≈ 0.42 is the von Kármán constant and B ≈ 5.2.

While Eq. 1.5 holds for canonical cases (such as pipe flows) in a consider-

able part of the turbulent boundary layer and on a wide range of Reynolds

numbers, applicability is limited particularly in complex situations such

as separating flows [52]. Wall model functionality in nonstandard config-

urations is a significant component of Publications III and IV within the

present work.

Fluid flows considerably influence phenomena such as heat and mass

transfer. The local heat flux vector qi is determined by thermal conductivity

kT and temperature gradient via Fourier’s law of conduction

qi = −kT
∂T

∂xi
(1.6)

while the temporal evolution of a generic scalar φ can be characterised via

the convection-diffusion equation

∂φ

∂t
+

∂ (ujφ)

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

(
αφ

∂φ

∂xj

)
(1.7)

which may be reduced to the heat equation (uj = 0, φ = ρcpT , αφ = kT ) or

to Fick’s second law for diffusion (uj = 0, φ = Y , where Y is the species

concentration and αφ is the mass diffusivity). Importantly, fluid motion

10
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(ui) introduces advective transfer of these scalars: in surface heat transfer,

this is often quantified via the Nusselt number

Nu =
hcoL

kT
(1.8)

where hco is the convective heat transfer coefficient and L is the relevant

length scale. As stated by the Reynolds analogy, wall friction and heat

transfer behave similarly in a range of flows [52]. In turbulent wall-

bounded flow, both momentum and heat fluxes are significantly amplified

and the numerical near-wall approximation of simple relationships such

as Eq. 1.6 becomes highly nontrivial. Improved understanding of such

evaluations is one of the core themes in Publication IV.

Next, recent progress in scale-resolving in-cylinder simulations (perti-

nent to Publication IV) is discussed in section 1.3.1, with particular em-

phasis on CCV in addition to intake and compression-related observations

in existing investigation platforms. Contemporary perspectives on the

variety of near-wall CFD approaches utilised throughout Publications II,

III and IV are dissected in section 1.3.2. Publication III aims to contribute

specifically to the understanding of hybrid LES/RANS methods (section

1.3.3), whereas the properties of existing wall stress and heat transfer

models (discussed in sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5) are particularly relevant to

observations reported in Publication IV.

1.3.1 Scale-resolving studies of in-cylinder flows

Hasse [57] recently reviewed the state of scale-resolving simulations for en-

gine combustion, identifying a gap in the current industrial and academic

research scope and proposing a systematic approach for industrially rele-

vant model development. Today, scale-resolving simulations are relatively

frequently applied in the academic context with both motored and firing

engine geometries [13, 41, 58–65] while optical reference data (e.g. [66])

permits validation with realistic engine flow processes. Scale-resolving

approaches such as LES (in contrast to unsteady RANS [URANS]) are

the primary avenue for numerical CCV investigation, enabling study of

unsteady turbulent flow mechanisms [67].

As flame front modelling is subject to a dual turbulence-chemistry sen-

sitivity [7] with chemical mechanisms typically based on relatively low

pressure and temperature conditions [68], numerical investigation of the

detailed rationale of combustion CCV is a complex task. CCV origins in
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lean and diluted combustion may comprise a number of factors depending

on engine type and combustion mode: a recent LES study [11] specified

global quantities such as dilution, total λ and tumble energy, in addition

to local sources including flow in the ignition vicinity as well as inhomo-

geneities in spatial fuel concentration and temperature. For HCCI, the

influence of thermal and mixture stratification in addition to fuel mass

fraction and diluent composition are cited [10, 69]. In analogy to mix-

ture stratification (section 1.2.2), combustion mode variation has been

associated with thermal stratification [70].

To examine flow mechanisms in ICEs, computations corresponding to

an experiment of an engine-like geometry [71] have been conducted exten-

sively, mostly within the LES context [60, 72–82] supplemented by DNS

work [83, 84] and a lattice Boltzmann study [85]. In terms of cyclic varia-

tion mechanisms, both residual large scale flow structures [84] and intake-

side effects [81] have been documented. Precession of intake-induced

vortical structures has been pinpointed as a key CCV mechanism (e.g.

[73, 84]). While cell counts for the configuration start from a modest

number of O(105) (e.g. [74], corresponding to a contemporary engineer-

ing development resolution [57]), larger numbers are required in order to

resolve the jet and near-wall structures [81].

Flow characteristics of ICE intake and compression processes differ sub-

stantially. The jet-like intake flow generates vigorous coherent structures

and turbulence, which decays during compression [86]. Large-scale struc-

tures generated via different intake and in-cylinder geometries [2] are

highly influential due to the ensuing breakdown to turbulence close to

TDC [22, 87]. Tumble breakdown has been studied experimentally in an

engine-like box [88], while scale-resolving approaches have been associ-

ated with significant turbulence prediction benefits over URANS in similar

numerical studies [67, 89]. The effect of intake structures on resulting

turbulence anisotropy at TDC was recently highlighted [65].

Compressing fuel-air charges also entail prominent thermal phenomena.

As gases are gradually heated by compression, drastic temperature varia-

tions arise towards TDC due to cold streams convecting from walls [90, 91].

In the core charge, temperature variations may amount to the order of

100 K at TDC [10]. Although processes such as autoignition and near-wall

quenching are inherently sensitive to temperature, thermal charge predic-

tions have received relatively little attention in the existing scale-resolving

simulation literature. Hence, the recent DNS studies of Schmitt et al.
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[91–95], extending the engine-like geometry [71] to a compression process,

introduce a compelling test platform for the assessment of scale-resolving

approaches.

1.3.2 Near-wall approaches in scale-resolving simulations

Wall influence is a major research topic in contemporary fluid mechanics

and highly relevant to in-cylinder flows. The most straightforward CFD

approach is undoubtedly to resolve the flow field up to the wall with the

governing equations and BCs (such as in DNS and wall-resolved LES).

Subgrid-scale (SGS) models in LES need to account for the wall suppres-

sion of the SGS contribution, via a damping function [96, 97], dynamic

(test) filtering [98] or intrinsic model properties [99]. The contrasting

approach of statistical ’low Re’ RANS models can be formulated via asymp-

totic expansions of (exact) Reynolds stresses and turbulence dissipation,

calibrated with data such as DNS [50].

To demonstrate computational resource requirements in wall-bounded

flows, Fig. 1.6 displays scaled turbulent channel flow grid counts in DNS

[100–109]), wall-resolved LES ([99, 110–114]) as well as wall-modelled

LES (WMLES) & hybrid LES/RANS simulations [115–122] in the litera-

ture (without additional consideration of methodological details or result

fidelity). Solid lines in Fig. 1.6 follow the flat plate estimates of Choi and

Moin [55]. The evident strengths of LES in free shear flows are countered

by well-known challenges in near-wall conditions [123], as evidenced by the

relatively close scaling between LES and DNS. In wall-resolved LES, scaled

tangential metrics of Δx+ = O(40) (streamwise), Δz+ = O(20) (spanwise)

[124] are expected, leading to high Reynolds number sensitivity. Com-

plex flows such as impingement may further increase such requirements

[125] and considerable resolutions are applied in recent studies [126, 127].

In addition to grid count, computational cost importantly includes time

stepping, which cannot (at present) be distributed to large numbers of

independent processes, resulting in considerable numerical stiffness [128].

While wall-resolved LES continues to receive significant contributions, e.g.

in SGS modelling [99, 114], alternatives are considered vital to control

computational requirements and to advance the technological application

of LES [55, 123, 128, 129].

These alternative approaches, comprising (1) hybrid LES/RANS and

(2) WMLES, are hence discussed further (with WMLES referring here

to wall stress models, cf. [124] for a taxonomic discussion). The common
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Figure 1.6. Total node count in channel flows scaled to a domain of 2πδ × 2δ × πδ for a
friction Reynolds number Reτ = uτδ/ν. Markers indicate literature examples
of DNS (�), wall-resolved LES (�) as well as hybrid LES/RANS & WMLES (�)
turbulent channel flow simulations. Lines indicate flat plate requirements for
DNS (N ∝ Re37/14; —), wall-resolved LES (N ∝ Re13/7; —) and wall-modelled
LES (N ∝ Re1; —) [55].

objective of these closely related methods is to maintain scale-resolving flow

characteristics with a modelling-centric approach in the near-wall region.

As near-wall modelling approaches often possess considerable development

history, improvements on standard LES (with similar, relatively coarse

resolution) are expected.

1.3.3 Hybrid LES/RANS methods

Hybrid LES/RANS, the combination of filtered (LES) and statistical

(URANS) approaches, represents an active field of research [130]. In

an eddy viscosity framework, the essential difference between LES and

URANS lies in the modelled (turbulent) viscosity which may be interpreted

as a natural scale-separation operator. Hybrid methods are usually cast

so that resolved and unresolved parts are not separable by an explicit

filtering operator: the effective filtering concept presented by Sagaut et al.

[56] explains that the filter determination constitutes an inverse problem,

further complicated by the fact that turbulence models perform differently

in contrasting flow scenarios.

Furthermore, it should be noted that substantial resolved fractions are

not exclusive to grid-sensitised filtering (LES). In URANS, large-scale (non-

turbulent) unsteady structures, conventionally associated with a response

to Reynolds averaging, have been traced back to the formulation of the

scale-determining equation (such as ε or ω) and deficiencies therein [131].

As demonstrated by the scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) approach [132],
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Table 1.1. Listing of scale-resolving unsteady statistical methods and hybrid LES/RANS
approaches in the literature.

Methodology Δgrid Type

Delayed detached eddy simulation (DDES) [136] Yes Seamless

Detached eddy simulation (DES) [134] Yes Seamless

Improved delayed detached eddy simulation (IDDES) [137] Yes Seamless

Limited numerical scales (LNS) [138] Yes Seamless

Partially averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS) [139] Yes Seamless

Partially integrated transport model (PITM) [140, 141] Yes Seamless

Scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) [132] No Seamless

Turbulence-resolving RANS (TRRANS) [142] No Seamless

Very large eddy simulation (VLES) [143] Yes Seamless

Zonal detached eddy simulation (ZDES) [144] Yes Zonal

Zonal hybrid LES/RANS (e.g. [145]) Yes Zonal

it is not straightforward to categorise simulation characteristics purely

based on the nominal methodological basis.

Comprehensive reviews of hybrid LES/RANS techniques [56, 130, 133–

135] illustrate a wide array of methods, whereof Table 1.1 lists some

notable developments. Grid-dependent filtering (Δgrid) expresses the afore-

mentioned difference between URANS-based multiscale models and hybrid

LES/RANS methods [56], while model type refers here to (i) seamless (in-

cluding blended methods) and (ii) zonal, according to the basis of division

into specific (’LES’ and ’RANS’) solution regions.

Seamless hybrid methods aim at a continuous, autonomous transition

between RANS and LES, frequently realised via modified modelled tur-

bulence equations (cf. section 2.3, Eq. 2.13). Models are constructed

so that RANS tendency is often expected (but not necessarily imposed)

near walls. Despite differences in formalism, many seamless approaches

possess similarities [130]. In RANS to LES transition, an intermediate

’grey’ area is formed where generation of resolved turbulent structures is

delayed. While such behaviour is not exclusive to seamless methods, its

study therein has perhaps gained the most attention [146]. Remedies for

the delay may include varying filter width definitions [146, 147] as well as

utilisation of suitable SGS models or implicit LES methods [147].

Zonal methods apply specific closures in specific regions (zones). Ad-

ditional user intervention is therefore required, including LES/RANS

interface specification and associated treatment. Most zonal interfaces

are static although dynamic procedures have also been implemented [118].
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Ensuring the continuity of total (resolved and modelled) turbulent stresses

at the interface has been conducted via modelled stress damping [148] and

through enforcement of (RANS zone) interface conditions based on SGS val-

ues [145]. Conversely, zonality mitigates discrepancies between intended

and resulting methodologies, also facilitating targeted grid refinement

[144]. As the literature provides varied indications on interface position-

ing (e.g. [118, 120, 145, 148]), the optimal placement could be expected

to depend on flow type and characteristics of the near-wall methodology.

Inclusion of RANS to LES information transfer via turbulent ’forcing’ has

been advocated (and at times mandated) in the context of zonal methods

[56, 118, 149], while its significance may depend on inherent resolved

turbulence generation of the flow in question [118]. Hence, zonal studies

are also performed in the absence of such measures (e.g. [144, 145]).

The established literature rarely singles out any universally accepted

best practice within hybrid methods. Sagaut et al. [56] make distinctions

particularly according to flow type and the geometrical clarity of flow

separation points, in addition to the influence of the upstream turbulent

flow. For example, zonal hybrid methods and ZDES are advocated for

cases with tendency to shallow separation [56], while methodologies such

as TRRANS and SAS (lacking LES-type grid sensitisation) may prove

questionable in massively separated flows [56]. Meanwhile, Chaouat [130]

states a tendency to prefer seamless formulations.

Despite the general sense of ambiguity, distinct positive developments

can be noted such as in the case of DES [134] through boundary layer

shielding (DDES) [136] and consideration of different flow states and filter

width definitions (IDDES) [137]. While differences in specific features such

as RANS-LES-transition can be highlighted, the general variability in

combinations of method, flow type, and performance, is considerable [56].

For the best course of action, roles of the engineer, the flow in question,

and available computational resources, are emphasised [130].

1.3.4 Wall stress models

Beyond hybrid models, investigation of wall stress (and heat transfer)

models is motivated in the present work by the typical ’low Re’ criterion

(y+1 ≈ 1) which complicates grid generation [150] in addition to the added

cell count and time step restriction. While combining hybrid LES/RANS

with wall stress models [150–152] is relatively infrequent (in contrast

to WMLES), it is motivated in the present work by a RANS-based wall
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model (section 2.4). In a scale-resolving context, RANS-type eddy viscosity

models in the near-wall layer should consider only the unresolved fraction

of the Reynolds stresses [153, 154]. Hybrid models known to produce

significant (but consistent) resolved and unresolved fractions could then

be a potential platform for a wall model which incorporates modelled

turbulence information.

Wall stress models strive to describe wall influence without numerical

solution of the full near-wall transport equations. Importantly, a degree

of both wall-tangential and wall-normal spacing liberation is pursued:

instead of the viscous scales, grid resolution may be determined according

to the boundary layer thickness, with the requisite that the core flow LES

is sufficiently resolved [124]. The boundary layer equation for momentum

[52] serves as a basis for wall stress models

ρ̂
∂ûx
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

transient

+ ρ̂

(
ûx

∂ûx
∂x

+ ûy
∂ûx
∂y

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

convection

= −∂p̂

∂x︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure gradient

+
∂

∂y

(
[μ+ μt]

∂ûx
∂y

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

(1.9)

where ·̂ denotes a filtered/averaged quantity, x is the streamwise coordi-

nate, y is the wall-normal coordinate and μt represents the (unresolved) tur-

bulent viscosity. In addition to thin-shear layer approximations in Eq. 1.9,

several additional methodology-specific simplifications (’ideal conditions’)

are commonly imposed, such as (1) wall-tangential flow, (2) wall-normal

dominance in derivatives, (3) zero pressure gradient, (4) constant mate-

rial properties, (5) constant (scaled) stress layer, and (6) local turbulence

equilibrium [155, 156]. Despite evident restrictions, some assumptions

may prove relatively realistic depending on the flow (Fig. 1.7): in contrast

to the channel flow where (5) and (6) are satisfied in a broad y+ range,

many more ’balance’ components are influential in the backward-facing

step (BFS) flow and the assumptions hold less frequently.

Piomelli [158] and Larsson et al. [124] provide reviews of the topic

in the scale-resolving context. In addition to (a) algebraic equilibrium

stress models, (b) two-layer approaches constitute a popular modelling

platform, where some form of Eq. 1.9 is solved in a separate near-wall

domain [153, 159–161]. A prominent example of type (a) is the two-level

linear/logarithmic law

u+ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩y+, if y+ ≤ 11

κ−1K ln y+ +B, if y+ > 11
(1.10)
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Figure 1.7. Scaled turbulent shear stress u′
xu′

y/k (left) and turbulent kinetic energy bud-
get (dk/dt)+ (right) profiles in a channel flow (top; formed via DNS data from
Moser et al. [101]) and a backward-facing step (BFS) flow (bottom; formed
via DNS data from Le et al. [157] where x/h = 6.00 closely coincides with the
flow reattachment point). Budget terms include production Pk, dissipation
ε, convection Ck, as well as viscous Dν,k, turbulent Dt,k and pressure Dp,k

diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy.
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which is transcendental and requires iterative (albeit non-laborious) solu-

tion for uτ . The conceptually similar three-level law [162] and Spalding

formula [163] may be seen as refinements of Eq. 1.10, while the power-law

according to Werner and Wengle [164] offers an explicit solution. The loga-

rithmic region is strictly valid only on relatively large spatial scales [153].

For type (b), constructing an equilibrium model is possible by truncating

Eq. 1.9 and solving the equation

∂

∂y

(
[μ+ μt]

∂ûx
∂y

)
= 0 (1.11)

in a near-wall subgrid with a mixing-length model for the eddy viscosity

[124]. Many conceptually stronger non-equilibrium methods have recently

emerged [165–167] while their conclusive superiority compared to equilib-

rium stress WMLES has been stated to require further evidence [124].

For the specific case of in-cylinder boundary layers, typical wall law

applicability has been disputed in recent DNS [91], experimental [168]

and SAS [64] studies. Scaled boundary layers differ between wall-parallel

and stagnation-influenced regions during the intake stroke [64]. Ma et

al. [169] formulate differential non-equilibrium models and assess them

against typical wall laws with measurements as input data. Improvements

are indicated especially when grid points are placed outside of the viscous

sublayer. This is significant since grid placement within the viscous layer

is stated to introduce significant resolution constraints with high engine

speeds and states of substantial compression [169].

1.3.5 Wall heat transfer models

The most frequent engine heat transfer models are possibly the empirical

correlations utilised in 0-D simulations (such as the Woschni model [170]).

However, these approaches show substantial variability against experi-

mental [171] and DNS [93] references. In correspondence with wall stress

models, CFD wall heat transfer models may also be based on a boundary

layer equation [52]

ρ̂cp
∂T̂

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
transient

+ ρ̂cp

(
ûx

∂T̂

∂x
+ ûy

∂T̂

∂y

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

convection

=
∂

∂y

(
[kT + kT,t]

∂T̂

∂y

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

conduction

+
∂p̂

∂t︸︷︷︸
pressure work

+(μ+ μt)

(
∂ûx
∂y

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous heating

(1.12)
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where kT,t signifies the (unresolved) turbulent heat flux contribution. Vary-

ing additional simplifications are routinely made here as well [155], in-

cluding a constant heat flux layer in analogy to (5), section 1.3.4. The

early work of Launder and Spalding [172] relates the wall heat flux qw

to the arithmetic difference of fluid and wall temperatures, invoking a

constant near-wall material property assumption. Moreover, in line with

the Reynolds analogy, the qw formulation includes an explicit connectivity

with the shear velocity uτ .

For ICEs, notable improvements were introduced by Han and Reitz

[155] as well as Angelberger et al. [173], considering the influence of

varying density, viscosity and modelled Prandtl number in the near-wall

region. The analytical wall functions proposed by Craft et al. [174] were

later improved for complex flows by Suga et al. [175], while Popovac

and Hanjalic [176] also focussed on complex flows involving separation

and impingement in a combined (wall function/up to the wall integration)

setting (including contributions of pressure gradient and convection terms).

A conceptually similar approach was documented by Sarić et al. [177] in

the context of the k − ζ − f RANS model [178].

In scale-resolving engine studies, wall-resolved computations are scarce

and excessive computational costs are cited even in recent investigations

[62]. Instead, some form of the thermal law of the wall is often employed

[11, 58, 59, 62]. In some cases, concerns regarding modelling difficulties

[63] or questionable assumptions therein [65] have led to the direct appli-

cation of Fourier’s law (Eq. 1.6), which is clearly not an optimal solution.

Indeed, conventional wall model incompatibility in the non-equilibrium

in-cylinder boundary layer context (section 1.3.4) is similarly exhibited in

wall heat transfer [91], to which models have been described as underdevel-

oped in the context of LES [179]. Still, some demonstrated enhancements

exist: Plensgaard and Rutland [61] incorporated modified versions of liter-

ature models [155, 164] for scale-resolving simulations, while the recent

measurement-based analysis of Ma et al. [180] reports substantial im-

provements with a non-equilibrium model. Errors in wall heat transfer

can be directly projected onto combustibility predictions – thereby, it is

of considerable interest to investigate further wall modelling approaches

departing from the standard assumptions.
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1.4 Objectives

This dissertation is divided into three research subtopics, aiming to con-

tribute to the understanding and predictive analysis of mixture formation

phenomena pertaining to engine combustion abnormalities. First, mix-

ture formation characteristics of gas direct injection are assessed in an

engine-like setup (Publication I) with the following objectives

• Investigate the independent and combined mixture formation influence

of injection pressure, injection timing and nozzle type.

• Quantify mixture formation according to homogenisation and confine-

ment (stratification) and characterise injection-related proponents to

mixture formation mechanisms.

• Consider potential mechanisms for mixture confinement away from the

UHC-sensitive cylinder liner region.

The transition to scale-resolving simulations is initiated in Publication II

where a channel flow solver is constructed and evaluated. Simulations are

then carried out in generic and engine-relevant cases with progressively

increasing complexity. The first part (Publication III) involves academic

configurations of turbulent channel and impinging jet flows, with the

following objectives:

• Describe near-wall grid resolution sensitivity of LES in (a) tangential

and (b) impinging flow configurations and analyse SGS modelling effects

on results.

• Discuss potential improvements obtained from hybrid LES/RANS meth-

ods and characterise local methodology-specific tendencies.

• Investigate the performance of a RANS-based non-equilibrium near-wall

treatment in the hybrid LES/RANS context (HLR-WT) and assess its

potential applicability for increased grid flexibility.

Finally, the second part of scale-resolving investigations (Publication IV)

concentrates on an engine-like flow with recent high-fidelity DNS reference
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data. Objectives in this part are set as follows:

• Evaluate the capability of the HLR-WT method in the reproduction of

engine-like flow in a valve-piston assembly.

• Assess the predictive accuracy and grid dependence of wall-resolved LES

in the engine compression stroke, and determine whether focal physical

mechanisms associated with the compression process are replicated.

• Investigate the functionality of the HLR-WT methodology in the compres-

sion stroke with differing core and near-wall grid dimensions. Determine

whether the physical characteristics of the turbulent process are retained

and if near-wall scaling conforms with the reference DNS observations.

• Consider the influence of wall model selection on local and global compu-

tational results in the compression stroke.

From a numerical simulation standpoint, focal challenges for the

presently investigated, nonreactive in-cylinder flows include (1) high flow

scale-separation, (2) complex flow types and (3) substantial wall influence.

The computational cost exerted by these factors relates to the engineering-

scale feasibility of studied methodologies – an important consideration

throughout the present work.
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2. Methodology

2.1 Governing equations

Governing equations for mass, momentum, enthalpy, and species con-

centration are depicted here with density-weighted ( ·̃ ) and non-density-

weighted ( ·̂ ) filtering/averaging notations:

∂ρ̂

∂t
+

∂ (ρ̂ũj)

∂xj
= 0 (2.1)

∂ (ρ̂ũi)

∂t
+

∂ (ρ̂ũj ũi)

∂xj
= − ∂p̂

∂xi
+

∂τ̂ij
∂xj

− ∂τ rij
∂xj

(2.2)

∂
(
ρ̂h̃

)
∂t

+
∂
(
ρ̂ũj h̃

)
∂xj

=
∂p̂

∂t
− ∂

∂xj

(
q̂j + qrj

)
+ ũj

∂p̂

∂xj
+

(
τ̂ij + τ rij

) ∂ũi
∂xj

(2.3)

∂
(
ρ̂Ỹm

)
∂t

+
∂
(
ρ̂ũj Ỹm

)
∂xj

= − ∂

∂xj

(
f̂j,m + f r

j,m

)
(2.4)

where ρ̂, ũi, p̂, h̃ and Ỹm refer to the density, velocity, pressure, static

enthalpy and species mass fraction, respectively, while τ̂ij , q̂i and f̂i re-

spectively correspond to the viscous stress tensor, heat flux vector and

species flux vector. In incompressible computations without species or

heat transfer (Publication II, Publication III) only Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 are

solved and Eq. 2.1 reduces to the divergence-free requirement ∂ũj/∂xj = 0.

For compressible cases (Publication I, Publication IV) the ideal gas law

p̂ = ρ̂RT̃ is maintained.

2.2 Numerical aspects and discretisation

Computations are primarily carried out with the Star-CD software, which

is based on the finite volume method and is extensively utilised in engine
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representations of turbulence modelling approaches applied in the
present work. Models in the bottom row are considered ’hybrid’ models while
with the exception of RANS, all approaches are denoted ’scale-resolving’.

simulations. Scale-resolving simulations apply central differencing (CD)

for momentum discretisation and the monotone advection reconstruction

scheme (MARS) [181] for scalar quantities. Standard methods (pressure-

implicit splitting of operators [PISO], semi-implicit method for pressure

linked equations [SIMPLE]) [53] are applied for pressure-velocity coupling

with implicit time integration. Publication II (Matlab/Octave) involves a

cell-centred finite difference method [54], an explicit Runge-Kutta temporal

scheme and a fractional step projection method. Further information,

including computational grid specifications, can be found in the research

articles.

2.3 Turbulence modelling

Fig. 2.1 portrays core flow and near-wall characteristics of turbulence

modelling approaches in this work. Unresolved (residual) quantities of Eqs.

2.2-2.4 are modelled in the residual stress tensor τ rij , residual heat flux vec-

tor qrj and residual species flux vector f r
j . Turbulence modelling attempts

to describe the residual quantities based on the resolved (filtered/averaged)

flow field and empirical information. Linear eddy viscosity models (mostly

applied throughout this work) express τ rij and scalar fluxes φr
j as

τ rij =ρ̂ (ũiuj − ũiũj) = −2μmodS̃
d
ij +

2

3
δij

(
μmod

∂ũk
∂xk

+ ρ̂kmod

)
(2.5)

φr
j =ρ̂

(
ũjφ− ũjφ̃

)
= − μmod

Cφ,mod

∂φ̃

∂xj
(2.6)

where μmod is the modelled viscosity, kmod is the modelled turbulent ki-
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netic energy and S̃d
ij is the traceless deviator of the resolved mean rate of

strain tensor S̃ij = 0.5 (∂ũi/∂xj + ∂ũj/∂xi). Modelled Prandtl and Schmidt

numbers (Cφ,mod) are equated to 0.9.

LES models Static SGS models are employed in present LES computa-

tions and the LES zone of zonal hybrid LES/RANS simulations:

μmod = ρ̂(CmΔm)2Dm (2.7)

where Cm is the model constant, Δm is the filter width and Dm is a differ-

ential operator based on the local velocity field. In this format, the classical

Smagorinsky model [182] operator reads

Ds =
(
2S̃d

ijS̃
d
ij

)1/2
(2.8)

Cs = 0.165, with the mixing-length type wall-damped filter width

Δs = min(V
1/3
cell , κKy) [97], where Vcell is the cell volume. In addition, a

newer approach called the σ-model [99] reads

Dσ =
σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)

σ2
1

(2.9)

where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 ≥ 0 are singular values of the resolved velocity

gradient tensor ∂ũi/∂xj , Cσ = 1.35 and Δσ = V
1/3
cell . Both presented models

are conceptually compact without transport equations or dynamic filtering.

While the Smagorinsky model is known to be deficient e.g. regarding

stress-strain orientation and near-wall behaviour [50], it remains a tool

in many contemporary LES studies. In contrast, with the σ-model, SGS

contributions vanish in many physically justified scenarios, providing

benefits such as rapid instability generation in shear flows [147]. Moreover,

μmod satisfies cubic asymptotic behaviour near solid walls and no explicit

damping is required. The σ-model was also recently highlighted favourably

in the ICE context [82]. The SGS kinetic energy and dissipation rate are

estimated in analogy to a model by Mason and Callen [183]:

ksgs = ν2sgs/(C
2
sΔ

2
sC

1/2
μ ) (2.10)

εsgs = ν3sgs/(CsΔs)
4 (2.11)

where Cμ = 0.09.

RANS models In the RANS form, μmod is determined in the present work

mainly via linear two-equation k − ε models [181, 184]:

μmod = ρ̂Cμfμ
k2mod

εmod
(2.12)
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where fμ acts as a damping function in ’low Re’ models. In contrast, the

nonlinear eddy viscosity model [181, 184] (applied in Publication I) includes

additional quadratic terms in the definition of τ rij , dislodging the linear

relationship between turbulent stresses and resolved flow strain [185].

Hybrid LES/RANS models Two hybrid LES/RANS approaches are applied

within this work: (1) the seamless DES method [134] (Publication III) and

(2) the zonal HLR method [145] (Publication III, Publication IV). The DES,

employed here in the context of a ’low Re’ k − ε model [181, 184], is based

on a modified k-equation

∂ (ρ̂k)

∂t
+

∂ (ρ̂ũjk)

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

([
μ+

μmod

σk−ε
k

]
∂k

∂xj

)
+ ρ̂

(
Pk −Dk−ε

k

)
(2.13)

where σk−ε
k = 1 and modelled production reads Pk = (τ rij/ρ̂)(∂ûi/∂xj).

LES/RANS switching ensues via the modified destruction term

Dk−ε
k = k

3/2
mod/lDES where the modified length scale is

lDES = min(k
3/2
mod/εmod, CDESΔDES) (2.14)

with CDES = 0.73. The filter width is defined according to the maximum

cell dimension ΔDES = max(Δx,Δy,Δz). Hence, LES/RANS switching is

based on both grid dimensions and the local flow state.

In contrast, the zonal HLR method [145] applies both SGS and RANS

models in their respective base forms. Interface conditions correspond to

the SGS estimates in Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, and are imposed in the first cell

on the LES side of the interface. Hence, continuity in modelled viscosity is

implicitly imposed across the interface (IF), i.e. μsgs,IF = μt,IF . Modelled

viscosity gradually increases on the RANS side of the interface, while

the effective filter width approaches k3/2/ε close to the wall [118]. The

term ’RANS zone’ is somewhat misleading, as the interface effectively

signifies the geometric location where the gradual transition initiates, and

much of the resolved content generally persists in the near-wall region.

No specific RANS-LES outflow treatment (’forcing’) is implemented in the

present work. LES/RANS interfaces are placed according to geometric

wall distance, mostly amounting to scaled values of y+ = O(100) (with the

exception of specific interface positioning comparisons).
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Figure 2.2. A schematic description of the wall treatment applied here in the hybrid
LES/RANS context (HLR-WT; Publication III, Publication IV) and first pub-
lished by Nuutinen et al. [156].

2.4 Wall treatment: 1-D non-equilibrium subgrid model

General aspects The RANS-based non-equilibrium near-wall model de-

veloped by Nuutinen et al. [156] is applied in Publications III and IV in

the context of hybrid LES/RANS, aiming to provide enhanced wall-normal

grid flexibility. The present one-dimensional subgrid approach represents

a simplified ’low Re’ model cast in a near-wall layer and interfaced with

the main grid. Importantly, values for velocity, temperature and modelled

turbulence are incorporated from both first and second wall-adjacent cells,

introducing additional influence of outer layer stresses and forming the

basis for near-wall profile generation.

Fig. 2.2 details the schematic functionality of the methodology. Sub-

scripts w, c, h, and 2c henceforth correspond to wall, first cell centre, cell

face, and second cell centre values, respectively, while filtering notations

are dismissed for clarity. Model inputs (main grid cell centre values and

wall BCs) and outputs (wall shear stress τw, wall heat flux qw, and source

terms for kmod and εmod) correspond to a typical wall function format.

The second cell centre is used for face approximations (τh, qh) and a one-

dimensional subgrid is constructed within the first cell, with the tangential

direction determined from the main grid velocity. Within the subgrid,

formulation is based on a linear k − ε model [184].

In ideal conditions (section 1.3.4), the model asymptotically approaches

the (then appropriate) logarithmic law at high y+. In addition to the second

cell value incorporation, departures from standard wall models include

(1) modelling the combined effect of imbalance terms, and (2) material

property variation throughout the subgrid. The several terms within
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momentum (Im) and enthalpy (Ih) imbalances are not explicitly modelled

but their collated profiles are assumed to be independent of wall-normal

coordinate y based on observations regarding convection and pressure

gradient by Popovac and Hanjalić [176]. The (yet undetermined) values

for Im and Ih are formed within the iterative routine. With reference to

Eqs. 1.9 and 1.12, simplified momentum and enthalpy boundary layer

equations can be written

∂

∂y

⎛⎜⎝[μ+ μmod]︸ ︷︷ ︸
μeff

∂u

∂y

⎞⎟⎠ =

const.︷︸︸︷
Im ⇒ ∂u

∂y
=

τ(y)︷ ︸︸ ︷
τw + Imy

μeff
(2.15)

∂

∂y

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝cp

[
μ

Pr
+

μmod

Prmod

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

kT,eff

∂T

∂y

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

const.︷︸︸︷
Ih ⇒ ∂T

∂y
=

q(y)︷ ︸︸ ︷
qw + Ihy

kT,eff
(2.16)

It is furthermore required that the far end of the subgrid satisfies cell face

gradients based on the main grid (τ(y = h) = τh, q(y = h) = qh). What re-

mains is to describe the effective properties μeff and kT,eff throughout the

subgrid, entailing modelled turbulent quantities and material properties.

In ideal conditions, imbalances vanish while the production rate Pk

matches the dissipation rate εeq, a sum of the isotropic (εiso) and near-wall

(εw) components. Here, dissipation is set to follow an algebraic profile

εmod = εeqIε =

⎛⎜⎜⎝C
3/4
μ k

3/2
mod

κy︸ ︷︷ ︸
εiso

+2
μ

ρ

kmod

y2
ge︸ ︷︷ ︸

εw

⎞⎟⎟⎠ Iε (2.17)

where ge is formed such that viscous diffusion (dominant in the near-wall

region, see Fig. 1.7) is cancelled out. Iε accounts for the difference between

equilibrium and main grid values with a linear profile between the wall

(Iε,w = 1) and the second cell value (Iε,2c = ε2c/εeq,2c). In line with the base

model [184], the modelled viscosity is formulated as

μmod = ρCμfμ1fε1
k2mod

εmod
(2.18)

where fε1 = εeq/εiso, fμ1 is initialised as fμ1 = 1− βμ exp(−αμy
+) whereas

constants αμ and βμ have been calibrated for adherence to standard wall

treatment in ideal conditions and realistic near-wall dissipation levels

((ρεmod)
+
w = 0.25) on the basis of DNS studies [103, 186].

The modelled turbulent kinetic energy boundary layer equation is given

here in truncated form
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Figure 2.3. Workflow chart of the wall treatment based on [156] between the main grid
and the 1-D subgrid.

μmod

( |τ |
μ+ μmod

)2

= ρεeqIε (2.19)

where the left-hand side corresponds to the incompressible production

term. Using the ’low Re’ expressions (Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18), effects of

neglected terms are modelled by replacing the stress magnitude |τ | with a

pseudo-stress τps = (IεC
1/4
μ k

1/2
mod[μ+ μmod])/(κyf

1/2
μ1 ) evaluated at main grid

points (yc, y2c). Thereafter, a piecewise constant (y = [yw, yc]) and linear

(y = [yc, yh]) τps profile is constructed. Through slight manipulation, Eqs.

2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 yield an algebraic kmod profile:

kmod =

⎛⎜⎝ 2κKyf
1/2
μ1 τps/(IεC

1/4
μ )

μ+
[
μ2 + 4ρ(κKy)2f

3/2
μ1 τps/I2ε

]1/2
⎞⎟⎠

2

(2.20)

This profile does not enforce values on the main grid, instead influencing

the solution of Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16.

Iterative routine The resulting values for wall fluxes τw, qw and the mod-

elled turbulence source terms are determined from the iterative solution

of nondimensional near-wall profiles. A solution schematic is provided

in Fig. 2.3 while the following provides brief explanations of different

model components. After initialisation of τw and qw, (e.g. via standard wall

functions), variables are scaled as follows:

y+ = ρcuτy/μc (ρεmod)
+ = ρεmod/(ρ

2
cu

4
τ/μc) k+mod = Cμk

1/2
mod/u

2
τ

u+ = (u− uw)/uτ T+ = ρccp,cuτ (T − Tw)/qw τ+ = τw/τref

q+ = qw/qref
(2.21)
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where the shear velocity uτ = (τref/ρc)
1/2 and the ’reference’ wall shear

stress and heat flux values (τref = τw + τsmall, qref = qw + qsmall) have been

introduced to avoid zero division. In addition, to describe subgrid material

property variation, scaled profiles λμ, λkT , λcp , λρ denote μ/μc, kT /kT,c,

cp/cp,c and ρ/ρc, respectively, across the subgrid, approximated with power

laws (tested between 500-1500 K [156]). Nondimensional equivalents to

Eqs. 2.15, 2.16, 2.17 and 2.20 are then:

∂u+

∂y+
=

τ+

λμ + λρκKy+k+
1/2

mod f
+
μ1/Iε

(2.22)

∂T+

∂y+
=

PrcPrmodq
+

PrmodλkT + PrcλcpλρκKy+k+
1/2

mod f
+
μ1/Iε

(2.23)

k+mod =

⎛⎝ 2κKy+f+
μ1

1/2
τps/Iε

λμ + [λ2
μ + 4λρκ2Ky+2f+

μ1
3/2

τ+ps/Iε]1/2

⎞⎠2

(2.24)

(ρεmod)
+ =

(
λρk

+3/2

mod

κKy+
+

2λμk
+
mod

C
1/2
μ y+

1/2

)
Iε (2.25)

where the damping function is f+
μ1 = 1− βμ exp(−αμ[λρ/λμ]k

+1/2

mod y
+) and

τ+ps = τps/τref . Eqs. 2.22 and 2.23 are numerically integrated to yield the

velocity and temperature profiles – here, scaled τ+ and q+ profiles are

linear similarly to Eqs. 2.15-2.16:

τ+ =
τw + (τh − τw)(y

+/h+)

τref
q+ =

qw + (qh − qw)(y
+/h+)

qref
(2.26)

Finally, wall fluxes are computed for the next iterative step n+ 1 (or, after

convergence of u+ and T+, to the main grid) in linearised form as

τn+1
w =

lin.coeff.︷ ︸︸ ︷([
τw
τref

y+c
u+c

]
μc

yc

)
(uc − uw) (2.27)

qn+1
w =

lin.coeff.︷ ︸︸ ︷([
qw
qref

y+c
T+
c

]
cp,cμc

yc

)
(Tc − Tw) (2.28)

Modelled turbulence source terms are provided as

〈ρPk〉 =
〈
ρPnw

k,tan

〉
+

(
ρPmain

k − ρPmain
k,tan

)
(2.29)

〈ρεmod〉 =〈(ρεmod)
+〉

(ρεmod)
+
c

εeq,cIε,c (2.30)

where angled brackets denote averaging over the near-wall subgrid. The

near-wall tangential production is obtained as

〈
ρPnw

k,tan

〉
=

〈
λρκKy+k+

1/2

mod f
+
μ1(∂u

+/∂y+)2/Iε

〉
(ρ2cu

4
τ/μc) (2.31)
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Wall model modifications in the hybrid LES/RANS context are main-

tained minimal, effectively rendering the HLR-WT approach a relatively

straightforward combination of a SGS model, a zonal hybrid LES/RANS

method and a wall model. For consistency in scale-resolving simulations,

the Prmod model in [156] (based purely on modelled quantities) is discarded

in favour of a constant (Prmod = 0.9). No specific tuning or recalibration is

however carried out. In local regions of low modelled production (such as

stagnation), modelled viscosity values may decrease to unphysical levels.

In Publication III, ensuing local stability issues associated with impinge-

ment (also encountered in the literature [125]) were alleviated via localised

CD/UD blending, while in Publication IV, modelled viscosity was limited to

the corresponding SGS value μmod = max(μsgs, μRANS) to enhance stability.

2.5 Test cases

Fig. 2.4 illustrates key aspects of test cases in the present work. Publi-

cation I investigates gaseous DI starting from free jet simulations using

experiments [187] and high-resolution LES [33] as reference. Injection

parameters are then studied in a simplified marine engine geometry with a

realistic piston bowl. Publication II and Publication III consider academic

wall-bounded cases, including a periodic channel flow and an impinging

jet flow. The dominant channel flow parameter is its friction Reynolds

number Reτ = uτ (H/2)/ν where H is the channel height. Results are

assessed against the DNS of Moser et al. [101]. The impinging jet case,

defined according to the jet Reynolds number ReD = UbD/ν (where Ub is

the jet bulk velocity and D is the nozzle diameter) is carried out with a

widespread height to diameter ratio H/D = 2 using flow recirculation in a

separate domain to generate a developed turbulent jet. Reference results

include laser Doppler [188] and hot-wire [189] measurements in addition

to a higher resolution LES [190].

Publication IV focusses exclusively on an engine-like assembly (Stage

I, Fig. 2.4) originating from the experimental study of Morse et al. [71],

featuring a sinusoidally reciprocating piston in a cylinder with a static

poppet valve permitting the intake and exhaust of gas. Modifications of

this configuration (Stage II/III, Fig. 2.4) were implemented by Schmitt et

al. in DNS studies [83, 84, 91–95] to permit the investigation of an intake

stroke (Stage II) and a compression stroke (Stage III) with thermal effects.

6Reprinted from Publication III with permission from Elsevier
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Figure 2.4. Top: injection timing description (after bottom dead centre; ABDC) for gaseous
DI in Publication I (characteristic time τ = 16.1◦CA).2 Centre: illustration
of the periodic turbulent channel flow (left; studied in Publication II and
Publication III) and a schematic of the turbulent impinging jet flow with
periodic precursor pipe flow (orange) and jet region (purple) (right; assessed
in Publication III).6 Bottom: description of the three simulation types in
Publication IV: consecutive cold flow cycles (Stage I), single intake process (II)
and single compression stroke (III).
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Hence, the present simulation workflow coincides closely with the prior

DNS efforts.

2.6 Result metrics

In scale-resolving studies, averaging for a generic quantity g(xi, t) is carried

out in homogeneous directions whenever present, and in time whenever

the process is statistically invariant in time:

〈g(xi, t)〉x =
1

xi,2 − xi,1

∫ xi,2

xi,1

g(ξi, t)dξi (2.32)

〈g(xi, t)〉t =
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

g(xi, τ)dτ (2.33)

while in addition, ensemble averaging (between separate, statistically

invariant events) is required in the cyclic engine-like process. Finally,

spatial averaging along a surface patch is performed in Publication IV.

The limited grid refinement and hybrid LES/RANS basis in Publication III

and Publication IV lead to substantial influence from modelled components.

In general, reported fluctuations correspond to the total Reynolds stress

tensor and the total turbulent flux

Rij,tot =Rij,res +Rij,mod (2.34)(
u′iφ

)
tot

=
(
u′iφ

)
res

+
(
u′iφ

)
mod

(2.35)

where subscripts ’tot’, ’res’ and ’mod’ denote total, resolved and modelled

contributions, respectively. Modelled contributions adhere appropriately

to either LES or RANS forms according to the eddy viscosity formulation

in Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6.
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3. Result highlights and discussion

3.1 Direct injection of gas in an engine-like configuration

Simulations including (i) three nozzle types, (ii) two injection pressures,

and (iii) two injection timings are reported here from the perspective of

(I) mixing extent and (II) mixture confinement (stratification). Depending

on injection timing and injector type, the mixture formation process is

dominated by either free jet mixing or jet-piston interaction. While mixing

influence of increased injection pressure should not be surprising (e.g. [34]),

its impact is eclipsed here by the other parameters. The wide hollow cone

nozzle variant indicates particularly effective free jet mixing, whereas jet-

piston interaction contributes to a collapsing process between large-scale

fuel-rich plumes, noted especially in axially oriented (circular and narrow

hollow cone) late injection cases.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the characteristic nature of the jet-piston impinge-

ment process with the circular nozzle. The impinging jet (a), recirculating

wall jet (b) and two dominant vortices (in the bowl [c], and in the piston-

liner corner [d]) are noted. Late injection and axial orientation (supported

particularly by the circular nozzle) enhance generation of bowl-induced vor-

tices, providing a potential confinement method where the fuel-containing

mixture does not reach the cylinder liner vicinity. The observed behaviour,

interesting from the perspective of crevice-associated UHC mitigation,

combines wall-guided and charge motion-induced mixture formation mech-

anisms.

More perspective may be obtained by assessing the mixture fuel mass

distribution (FMD; Fig. 3.2) set in a two-dimensional phase space repre-

senting all possible states of the system according to mixture confinement

(mean mixture fraction of the fuel-containing charge volume) and mix-
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Figure 3.1. Circular gas jet deflection from the piston bowl with gas injection pressure
pinj = 10 bar (top), pinj = 20 bar (bottom), early injection (left), late injection
(right). Impinging flow (a), deflecting flow (b), bowl-induced vortex (c), piston-
liner vortex (d).2
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Figure 3.2. Mean-standard deviation (SD) phase space description of FMDs near the end
of the compression stroke at 174◦ ABDC. Mean and SD axes are normalised
according to the highest mean and the highest SD. Homogeneous cluster (a),
inhomogeneous cluster (b), confined result (c) and intermediate cluster (d).6

ing extent (the standard deviation within this volume). Separate optima

may then be defined for homogeneous and stratified charges. The TDC

distribution in Fig. 3.2 signifies the formation of distinguishable groups.

Notably, a homogeneous cluster (a) is visible where mixing in the entire

combustion chamber volume has been most successful. This result also

indicates the affinity of different mixture formation principles to different

nozzles. In addition to the relatively correlated (a), (b) and (d) clusters,

the confined result (c) presents an anomaly that appears favourable for

stratified charge formation. However, such heavily confined realisations

may be highly sensitive to injection timing.

Significance assessment The primary impact of Publication I results

from the combined investigation of injection parameters, explicating re-

lationships such as the interplay between axially oriented jets and the

injection timing-sensitive jet-piston interaction. The simplified setting
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restricts complete engineering-scale assessment but permits reflection

on trends observed in other DI-related investigations. While contrasting

results in trends between injection timing and mixing have been reported,

this was stated to result from intake charge motion interaction – indeed,

similar late-injection, recirculation-focussed activity was found effective

despite the overall trend [39]. Further connectivity can be identified via

observations of rapid momentum dissipation in free jets [41], bowl-shaped

effects on tumble generation and confinement [20], and the mixing impact

of large-scale fuel plume merging [191]. The inclusion of realistic charge

motion would evidently provide valuable insight to complement the present

results.

3.2 Scale-resolving simulations in coarse-grid wall-bounded
configurations

The finite difference solver presented in Publication II strives for a peda-

gogically clear and concise numerical solution of fluid flow equations with

computational requirements permitting workstation-scale efforts. For a

low Reynolds number of Reτ = 180, a second-order code implemented in

a widespread computational environment (Matlab/Octave) is shown to be

sufficient for producing accurate low-order turbulence statistics without a

turbulence model.

The contrast to the moderate Reynolds number Reτ = 590 is consider-

able – expected coarse-grid LES deficiencies are visible in the most basic

engineering quantities including the mean flow and wall friction (Fig. 3.3).

Such results are primarily associated with lacking tangential resolution,

while SGS models yield differences in the qualitative flow field, near-wall

behaviour and turbulence anisotropy. Hybrid models provide improvement

in different aspects: the zonal HLR (increasing modelled contribution only

on the RANS side of the fixed interface) improves the scaled velocity and

k profiles, while interface movement considerably modifies the fraction of

resolved boundary layer content. The seamless DES method involves a

characteristically smoother transition – however, modelled contribution

extends deeper into the core region, representing a known issue [148]. On

a coarser wall-normal grid, the HLR-WT displays analogous characteristics

with HLR and appears to function relatively robustly, capturing the mean

flow and wall friction accurately with mild sensitivity to the interface loca-

tion. Importantly, (unconventional) node placement in the buffer region
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Figure 3.3. Scaled mean velocity (top) and modelled viscosity (bottom) profiles in a turbu-
lent channel flow at Reτ = 590. Error in wall friction prediction is denoted as
Δuτ . LES is displayed with Smagorinsky and σ SGS-models and two resolu-
tions (nominal: Δx+ = Δz+ = 58, dense (D): Δx+ = Δz+ = 29). DES, HLR
and HLR-WT hybrid models employ the nominal tangential resolution while
LES/RANS interface positions are altered for the zonal variants.6

is possible while the scale-resolving nature of the solution is preserved in

line with literature hybrid and WMLES methods.

The impinging jet features both free shear and near-wall regions and is

hence a highly interesting test case for in-cylinder flows. After impinge-

ment, mean velocity profiles and radial fluctuations display relatively

high correspondence in all cases. Wall-normal fluctuations deviate from

references particularly with the LES, to which hybrid models indicate a

tangible improvement. For another perspective of methodological differ-

ences, Fig. 3.4 displays the averaged production of resolved turbulence

(left half-frames) and modelled viscosity (right half-frames). The DES

filter width is clearly influenced by the anisotropic grid: considerable mod-

elled contribution is noted in high-gradient jet regions (where LES-type

behaviour is pursued) and resolved production is concurrently suppressed.

This aspect would likely not persist in some of the more modern DES vari-

ants (IDDES, ZDES) due to differing filter width definitions. In contrast to

DES, the HLR and HLR-WT computations appear relatively similar to the

LES counterparts with the distinction of localised, flow-sensitive regions

with elevated modelled fractions.

The differences in local model characteristics are also conveyed through

the qualitative appearance of vortical structures. The zonal HLR char-

acteristically matches the LES (not shown here) while the higher DES

filter width is manifested through more coherent structures. Although
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Figure 3.4. Impinging jet at ReD = 23, 000: averaged resolved turbulence production
(left) and modelled viscosity (right) with different scale-resolving approaches.
Frames have been filtered to account only for the active jet region (ktot >

5× 104U2
b ).6
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Figure 3.5. Impinging jet at Reτ = 23, 000. Top: radial wall friction profiles with (i) LES,
(ii) hybrid approaches and (iii) linear/logarithmic law (LL, Eq. 1.10) based
on the LES data. Bottom: instantaneous wall friction distributions (left:
HLR with the Smagorinsky model; right: DES) overlaid with Q-isosurface
vortex visualisations. Yellow and magenta perimeters respectively indicate
r/D = 0.5 and r/D = 2.0 positions.6

the literature asserts the former as more physically reasonable behaviour

(e.g. [126]), this does not translate to correspondence in wall shear stress,

where the DES yields highly accurate results.

Error in wall jet (r/D > 2.0) friction prediction (Fig. 3.5) is to be expected

in the LES cases due to the limited radial and azimuthal resolution. HLR-

WT results appear positive in tangentially dominated regions with higher

deviations close to the stagnation point. Here, while the nominal wall-

normal grid spacing z+1 = O(20) is not high in the context of wall models,

the boundary layer is also extremely thin. The beneficial impact of a

moderately refined near-wall grid (with z+1 = O(10)) is consistent with

recent observations of complex flows with wall models [150].

Significance assessment These results provide insight into the proper-

ties and associated issues of turbulence modelling approaches in wall-

bounded simulations, particularly in the less frequently studied impinging

flow. Discernible flow and methodology-specific behaviour, in addition to

nonuniformity in relative model performance, is observed. These factors

accentuate the significance of the flow context and the priorities of the
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user, coinciding with literature views [56, 130] presented in section 1.3.3.

For resolved content retention, the relatively minor influence on the LES

region may be inferred as a favourable aspect of the tested zonal methods.

The key prospective value of the HLR-WT method relates to the pursued

wall-normal grid spacing flexibility from the viscous sublayer to the outer

layer. Indications thereof are positive particularly in tangentially domi-

nant flows, while limitations (consistent with wall model expectations) are

noted in intense stagnating regions. Hence, the most substantial benefits

are potentially attainable in cases where wall-resolved grids are cumber-

some to construct, in addition to applications (such as ICEs) where flow

conditions and viscous wall scales are highly dynamic.

3.3 Charge formation investigations with wall-resolved and
wall-modelled scale-resolving methods

Publication IV comprises a three-stage path from cold, reciprocating engine-

like flow to the end of charge formation in the compression stroke (see

Fig. 2.4). The multi-cycle Stage I is portrayed with HLR-WT in a manner

expected from an LES-based computation (Fig. 3.6): cyclic variation is

observed in vortex ring intensity, orientation and structural integrity,

consistent with DNS [84]. Localised influence of the zonal hybrid model is

noted in the wall jets, while equivalent axial mean and fluctuating velocity

statistics are observed with respect to a higher resolution LES [81].

While thermal and species fields remain highly correlated through the in-

take stroke (Stage II), the midpoint of compression (Stage III) marks their

decoupling due to increasing wall heat transfer dominance. The advancing

compression is accompanied by progressively increasing thermal strati-

fication, and heat transfer differences arise (Fig. 3.7) with the HLR-WT

reproducing the DNS magnitude range relatively accurately. Resolution

of the smallest turbulent scales of the DNS is evidently not permitted

by the present simulations. However, correspondence in qualitative wall

heat transfer characteristics between DNS, LES and HLR-WT is clearly

illustrated. Moreover, the dominant heat transfer mechanism (involving

intermittent impingement and ejection streams) is also replicated.

Boundary layer metrics in Fig. 3.8 indicate that the HLR-WT method

closely conforms with the boundary layer scaling observed in the DNS,

appropriately deviating from typical linear/logarithmic wall law trends.

Results appear consistent between (1) early compression (∼viscous sub-
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Figure 3.6. Intake flow (Stage I, Fig. 2.4) in an engine-like configuration at 36◦ and 90◦

after TDC (ATDC): planar snapshots of scaled velocity magnitude (top) and
modelled viscosity (bottom) on cycle no. 1 (left) and no. 9 (right). Cyclic
variation arises in free jet orientation (a), vortex ring formation (b) and wall
jet formation (c). Concurrently, local modelled viscosity increases are observed
in the core flow (due to the SGS model; [d]) and in the high-shear wall jet
regions (due to the hybrid LES/RANS model; [e]).
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Figure 3.7. Engine-like compression stroke (Stage III, Fig. 2.4): instantaneous heat
transfer rate through the cylinder head surface, showing local maxima due
to impinging streams (a) and plateaus of low heat transfer (b). LES (grid
M2-r, top), HLR-WT (grid M2-m, centre), DNS [93] (bottom), at 270◦CA (left),
306◦CA (centre) and 360◦CA (right) after top dead centre (ATDC) (right).
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Figure 3.8. Engine-like compression stroke: scaled mean near-wall (cylinder head) profiles
of velocity magnitude (left) and temperature (right) against DNS [91] with
LES (top) and HLR-WT (bottom) approaches. 270◦CA (black), 306◦CA (red),
346◦CA ATDC (blue) with markers pinpointing cell layer locations. The
notation · 90 refers to spatial averaging over 0-90% of the cylinder radius.
Velocity is scaled here as |u|+ = |u|/uτ,90, wall-normal distance as z+ =

(z/νw)uτ,90, and temperature as T+ = (Tw − T )ρwcp,wuτ,90/qw,90.

layer) and (2) late compression (∼buffer layer) spacing conditions induced

by the variable near-wall gradients.

Fig. 3.9 displays both the total heat transfer and thermal stratification

trends during the compression stroke (Stage III) with varying core flow res-

olutions (M0 < M1 < M2) and methodologies. During the late compression

stroke, the wall-resolved LES (scaled wall distance y+1 ≈ 1) shows under-

prediction, which can be associated with deficient tangential resolution (up

to 65 [M2] or 130 [M0] dimensionless units). Inspection of axial velocity-

heat flux correlations suggests that some of the underprediction may arise

from tangentially dominated (wall jet) regions, which is consistent with

grid sensitivity observations in impinging flow heat transfer [125, 127].

HLR-WT results are improved with mild sensitivity to near-wall cell size.

Increased core grid spatial resolution enhances results in both cases, while

the effect of selecting different initialisation cycles remains notable but

not dominant. Temperature PDFs in Fig. 3.9 depict the global effects of

heat transfer prediction differences, best observed in the high-temperature

portion after 306◦CA (dashed area).

Wall model comparison with literature reference methods expectedly

results in differences. WMLES-2, developed for engine boundary layers

[61] based on the model of Han and Reitz [155], exhibits total heat transfer

predictions close to HLR-WT, representing a significant improvement to
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Figure 3.9. Engine-like compression stroke: total wall heat transfer rate with LES and
HLR-WT (top left), and with different wall-modelled approaches (top right),
against DNS [93]. Charge temperature PDF evolution against DNS [92]
throughout compression in LES (bottom left) and HLR-WT (bottom right)
cases with the fine ’M2’ grids.

the classical WMLES-1, where heat flux is determined from a conventional

linear/log.-law. In addition to global differences, varying local characteris-

tics are noted in response to stagnation points: here, the present approach

is differentiable due a lack of explicit dependence between τw and qw (i.e.,

between the subgrid velocity and temperature profiles) and appears more

consistent with known stagnation point characteristics.

Significance assessment Publication IV contributes particularly to the

understanding of methodological characteristics and associated grid sensi-

tivity throughout the highly dynamic engine compression stroke. Thermal

charge predictions can be considered especially important to the numer-

ical assessment of lean charge combustibility and autoignition concepts

such as HCCI. While all investigated approaches yield characteristically

correct results, the present observations illustrate the substantial computa-

tional resource challenges in wall-resolved investigations of in-cylinder flow

and heat transfer, conforming with recent literature statements [62, 169].

Concurrently, the prominent impact of ICE-based wall model selection is

elucidated. The HLR-WT method, aiming to account for non-equilibrium
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engine boundary layer effects, performs favourably in the test setting, pro-

viding (1) relatively consistent near-wall scaling in variable compression

stroke conditions, in addition to (2) mitigated resource requirements (in

contrast to wall-resolved approaches) due to added lenience in grid spac-

ing. Initial functionality indications (section 3.2) are hence supplemented

here in a more application-oriented context, whereas the mild observed

grid sensitivity suggests potential for configurations with higher Reynolds

number.

3.4 Grid generation aspects

The grid generation process is a critical aspect of model applicability in

engineering. Pertinent grid criteria for (i) wall-resolved LES, (ii) ’wall-

resolved’ (y+1 ≈ 1) hybrid LES/RANS, and (iii) wall-modelled LES or hybrid

LES/RANS, include a number of differences. For LES, required information

consists of at least (1) an estimate of turbulent length scales in off-wall

locations, in addition to (2) wall gradients for appropriate setting of (2a)

normal and (2b) tangential spacing. For cases such as in-cylinder flows with

highly transient behaviour, requirements (1) and (2) vary both spatially

and temporally. As a result, dynamic grid techniques such as adaptive

mesh refinement (AMR) appear valuable in this context.

Utilisation of hybrid LES/RANS models focusses on alleviating criterion

(2b), which has been noted highly influential, particularly in the field of

aerodynamics. Still, the difficulties in a priori gradient estimates and

transient phenomena carry over from the LES. For wall-modelled methods,

criterion (1) is clearly retained while the emphasis in terms of (2) is in-

stead put on placing main grid data points within the flow boundary layer

thickness δ (e.g. y1 ≈ 0.2δ [124]). While the resulting grids may result

in qualitatively different near-wall cell locations (viscous sublayer, buffer

layer, turbulent layer), the negative impact is limited if the wall model is

successfully formulated for arbitrary wall spacing.

3.5 Computational requirements

In the context of gaseous DI, velocity scale separation due to injection

imposes considerable limitations for computations, while near-nozzle ap-

proximations (e.g. [192]) may be one pathway to reduce such costs. Even
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with the statistical turbulence approach in Publication I (with standard

wall functions), sufficient full cylinder equivalent cell counts reach O(107)

based on a grid sensitivity study. A similar scale-resolving configuration

would evidently require a substantial increase in computational capacity.

The essential computational cost variation within scale-resolving inves-

tigations ensues from both grid count and time stepping restrictions. In

terms of grid spacing, care should be taken when inferring conventional

LES criteria (such as resolved turbulence fraction or modelled viscosity) in

engine-like flows due to near-wall criteria that may be considerably stricter.

In such cases, the conventional criteria should still be considered in the

context of wall-modelled methods, where sufficient resolution for the outer

scales should be prioritised [124].

Although large grid counts may be addressed via increased paralleli-

sation (in codes with favourable scaling properties), similar capabilities

have not been attained in temporal discretisation. Hence, extensive wall-

stemming time step restrictions (evidenced in Publication IV) directly

influence simulation turnaround time. In this context, wall modelling

introduces substantial alleviation: computational load differences between

LES and HLR-WT/WMLES cases of at least one order of magnitude are

mostly due to differing time step restrictions. Recalling the intense DNS

CPU time scaling as a function of pressure p, rotational speed n and stroke

S (CPUh ∝ p3n3S6) [193], in addition to the near-wall scaling similarity

between LES and DNS [55], further computational cost differences should

be expected in more engineering-oriented, high Re configurations.

While walls have been emphasised here as a specific modelling target

in scale-resolving simulations, the role of other ICE-characteristic flows

such as sprays and jets [57] should also be acknowledged. As the present

zonal methods aim to conform with LES in such regions, local refinement

presents the primary avenue for improvement (with added cost impli-

cations). In contrast, seamless scale-resolving methods could provide

substantial benefits in such circumstances. As this requires functionality

across a wide range of the turbulence spectrum (especially with coarse

grids), success hinges on the ability of model closures to account for detailed

anisotropic effects arising at lower wavenumbers [130].
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3.6 Study limitations

The present work concentrates on engine-like model cases rather than real

engines. This raises an appropriate question regarding the applicability of

the present studies. While the setting in Publication I permits close eval-

uation of injection and piston motion-related aspects, result significance

should also be considered in the context of a realistically depicted intake

stroke where jet influence has also been shown [83]. A thorough assess-

ment of fluctuations in addition to the mean flow and mixing processes

in Publication I would also strengthen the present work. However, this

requires very specific experimental data or a (computationally demanding)

scale-resolving study. Furthermore, it is apparent that trends such as the

CCV portrayed in Publication IV are not exactly reflected in real processes

due to the lack of power and exhaust strokes. While flow structure details

during compression should be expected to differ in an actual engine process,

their characteristic nature or the pertinent turbulent flow mechanisms

should not. Additional phenomena such as radiative heat transfer and

conjugate heat transfer, not investigated here, also possess relevance in

real processes.

While Publication IV encompasses several aspects of near-wall phenom-

ena and their effects on the bulk charge, the magnitude of this influence

on combustion processes is not quantified here. The span of mean tem-

perature predictions, in the order of 40 K, can however be connected to

detailed chemistry studies, indicating substantial reaction rate influence

in the combustion of both (i) lean low-reactivity fuels and (ii) stoichiomet-

ric high-reactivity fuels [194]. Still, it would be useful to investigate the

effects of deviating thermal predictions in a separate study. Recalling the

highly specific combustion criteria posed by approaches such as HCCI,

the influence is also not universal in terms of engine type or operating

condition: hence, consideration of pertinent combustion conditions such as

the absolute temperature range and fuel mass fraction is instrumental in

establishing the importance of near-wall predictions.

Modelled turbulence estimates are frequent in combustion simulations:

the total (turbulent) flame speed is often associated with an indicated

fluctuating velocity scale u′ whereas the present subgrid estimates (Eqs.

2.10 and 2.11) are only one example of numerous explicit SGS models.

However, uncertainties associated with the quantitative accuracy of such

models [195] must be noted, particularly with grids where modelled frac-
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tions are high within the core flow. Indeed, it has been suggested that

SGS models based on a transport equation of subgrid kinetic energy may

provide benefits in this regard [179].

The present HLR-WT approach represents a relatively straightfor-

ward combined implementation of existing well-received (SGS, hybrid

LES/RANS and wall modelling) methods. In correspondence to the basis of

combining such methods, functionality is demonstrated here in a relatively

heuristic manner, mindful of the fact that no specific adjustments are car-

ried out. Hence, the present work should be considered a proof of concept,

and it is likely that results could be further improved by adopting addi-

tional considerations. For increased generality, flow types omitted from

the present studies (such as shallow separation, relating to grey area miti-

gation [196, 197]) could be studied to illustrate performance and envision

potential improvements. Additionally, the limited, sequential numerical

implementation of the boundary layer solver (detailed in Publication III)

needs to be acknowledged.

The state of the art contains several other wall treatments with rela-

tively similar goals (e.g. [150, 165, 167]) while their development bases in

terms of methodological combinations and application-related priorities

are different. It is evidently outside of the scope of the present work to

comment on the relative capabilities of HLR-WT with respect to these

methods. Finally, the present work can claim to discuss only a small part

of the various scale-resolving approaches potentially applicable for engine-

like flows. A systematic assessment of literature methods (Table 1.1) in

the present internal flow test cases should be expected to yield valuable

additional information.
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4.1 Summary

This dissertation aimed to offer computational insight into fluid flows

in charge formation, motivated especially by the pursuit to comprehend

and predict abnormal combustion in modern engine concepts. Mixing and

stratification trends were probed in a gaseous direct injection configuration

of a simplified marine engine geometry using a statistical RANS approach

(Publication I). The simplified configuration isolates the study to the

influence of fuel injection parameters. Mixing mechanisms were found to

be strongly nozzle-dependent and influenced by injection timing.

The transition to scale-resolving studies was initiated by constructing

a finite difference solver in the popular Matlab/Octave framework (Pub-

lication II). At a low Reynolds number of Reτ = 180, even workstation-

scale resources permitted relatively accurate descriptions of turbulent

wall-bounded flow. To characterise scale-resolving approaches in an engine-

relevant setting, established internal flow test cases including (i) tur-

bulent channel flow (Reτ = 590) and (ii) turbulent impinging jet flow

(ReD = 23, 000) were adopted (Publication III). Seamless (DES) and zonal

(HLR) hybrid LES/RANS formulations were appraised in addition to a

RANS-based non-equilibrium near-wall model (HLR-WT). Compared to

LES predictions, mostly positive influences were observed while the hybrid

methods exhibit distinct characteristics. HLR-WT yielded accurate results

particularly in tangential flow regions.

Finally, Publication IV issued a model-centric charge formation investiga-

tion with an emphasis on the compression stroke, using DNS as a reference.

As thermal charge properties are central to abnormal combustion phenom-

ena, this study aimed to provide the most tangible, engine-relevant novel
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information in the thesis. Observing metrics such as turbulent heat trans-

fer and thermal stratification, emphasis was put especially on predictive

aspects of wall-resolved (LES) and wall-modelled (HLR-WT) scale-resolving

methods in the compression stroke. Careful wall model consideration was

deemed necessary to ensure applicability with engine-like boundary layers.

Results for the HLR-WT implementation suggested potential for applica-

tion in more engineering-relevant engine flow cases with a higher Reynolds

number.

The research questions outlined in section 1.4 are hence addressed as

follows:

1. Direct injection of gas in an engine-like configuration

• Injection parameters exert both independent and combined effects

on mixture formation during the compression stroke. In the present

investigation, injection timing and the combined influence of nozzle

type and piston motion appear more significant than injection pressure.

• The characteristically two-stage mixture formation process may be sup-

ported by free jet mixing or by jet-piston interaction. These processes

are sensitive to nozzle type and injection timing.

• A jet-piston interaction consistent with wall-guided and air-guided

stratification principles may contribute to mixture confinement, poten-

tially aiding the prevention of crevice flow-induced UHC emissions.

2. Scale-resolving simulations in coarse-grid wall-bounded configurations

• LES computations of turbulent channel flow and turbulent impinging

jet flow are prone to grid resolution sensitive inaccuracies. SGS treat-

ment with the σ-model induces improvement in turbulence anisotropy

description.

• Distinct characteristics are noted with the seamless (DES) and zonal

(HLR) hybrid methodologies, while first and second-order statistics are

mostly improved in both cases. The DES filter width definition can lead
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to high local modelled fractions, whereas HLR results adhere closely to

LES in off-wall locations.

• The wall-modelled HLR-WT corresponds favourably with references in

tangential flow regions, retaining the main scale-resolving characteris-

tics of the zonal HLR method with larger near-wall cell dimensions. In

impinging flow, enhanced near-wall resolution benefits the description

of the stagnation region.

3. Charge formation investigations with wall-resolved and wall-modelled

scale-resolving methods

• The present HLR-WT approach appropriately reproduces a cyclic

engine-like process, with high-resolution DNS and comparatively high

resolution LES as references.

• Compression stroke boundary layer characteristics induce extreme

near-wall grid requirements for wall-resolved LES, rendering compres-

sion stroke simulations laborious. While present results show physical

consistency in turbulent flow processes, a substantial resolution in-

crease is likely to be required for accurate predictions.

• The HLR-WT method is noted to produce relatively accurate results in

the engine compression stroke in terms of wall heat transfer, thermal

stratification and the turbulent heat transfer mechanism. The method-

ology shows appropriate deviation from classical wall law scaling in the

highly dynamic boundary layer.

• Wall-modelled reference methods produce variable heat transfer re-

sults, highlighting the role of wall model selection for charge formation

simulations. Differences are noted both globally and in local flow struc-

tures.
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4.2 Prospective future studies

While the observations in the present study detail various aspects in the

functionality of scale-resolving approaches and wall models, further inves-

tigations are still an interesting prospect. More coherent charge types such

as intense tumble and squish flows are likely to induce specific flow and

heat transfer effects. In particular, higher Reynolds number investigations

would provide an additional degree of engineering relevance to the present

category of investigations. Experimental configurations with high-fidelity

reference data, conforming closely with running engine geometries (such

as the Darmstadt engine [66]) pose perhaps the most fruitful standpoints

for such investigations. However, with the progression of computational

power, numerical test cases with increased realism employing DNS (or

very high resolution LES) may introduce other viable alternatives.

From a methodological standpoint, it could be useful to dissect a number

of relatively developed near-wall models and more closely ascertain their

replication of near-wall flow features from the perspective of engine-like

boundary layers. Investigation of further scale-resolving approaches repre-

sents another interesting expansion: this could especially entail some of

the modern seamless hybrids due to the potential grid size alleviation in

off-wall locations.

Another evident continuation for the present research context includes

the incorporation of combustion. Indeed, it would be useful to clearly

elucidate the practical effects of predictive differences between approaches,

further clarifying charge sensitivities that ultimately determine the occur-

rence of abnormal combustion and CCV in applications. Factors such as the

influence of turbulence, mixing and thermal structures may be assessed

through such research while challenging aspects such as near-wall combus-

tion may require substantial additional efforts. From the author’s perspec-

tive, it is meaningful to formulate demonstrative, engineering-relevant

cases where the impact of scale-resolving approaches (and near-wall influ-

ences therein) can be concisely illustrated.
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